Christmas Parties
In A Box

White Package
Entertainment
Options

Contact Ball Juggler
Crystal ball juggling will add an element of magical illusion to
your event, manipulating multiple crystal balls.
These crystal balls look like floating bubbles and make
spellbinding shapes. Watch them roll effortlessly across the
juggler's hands as well as glide around their entire body with
ease. It is almost unbelievable what our contact jugglers can do!
This skill is the perfect mesmerising walkabout act giving a
great skill full visual illusion

Ice Queen
Champagne Serving Dress
Our ice queen champagne serving dress glides around
the room in a beautiful dazzling costume offering guests
the chance to pick their own drink from her skirt.
Great for picture opportunities too as the costume is a
beautiful installation in itself.

Lantern Ballet Show
Guests love this Lantern performance from our beautiful
ballet ensemble. Utterly magical and hugely versatile, the
lights in the shoes and delicate styling of the costumes,
with the exquisite illuminated lantern props, are unique.
This beautiful ensemble was developed as banqueting
entertainment, but has also proved a huge hit as a
Christmas entertainment act.

Mirror Ballerinas
These mirror ballerinas are a beautiful combination of
traditional ballet dressed in a unique and bespoke dazzling
costume.
New for 2020, with well over 1,000 tiny mirror shapes on
the costume, all hand made, these sparkle and reflect in the
light giving an array of elegance whilst the duo perform a
choreographed show.

Optio Dance
Our white optio dance act is a winged dance
performance combining contemporary dance
and ballet. The illuminated white isis wings are
inspired by Loie Fullers famous butterfly dance.

Clockwork Ballerina
Our wind up white clockwork ballerina or nut cracker red
ballerina performs an enchanting ballet show dancing en
pointe either as a walkabout act or solo stage style act.
The walkabout option is very interactive with guests able to
turn the key to start a mesmerising and stylish dance across
the floor

Mime Artist
Solo mime is one of the most skilled of entertainment genres.
A mime artist has to create interest, excitement, empathy,
narrative and humour whilst remaining silent. They constantly
discover the ‘moment’ and those moments might be
completely different & need different emotions from the last.
Richard our mime artist has performed his great art of mime
all over the world and brings magical comical moments to all
the events he performs. His walkabout act can be appreciated
close up or afar and he brings smiles and hilarity to any event.

Orchid Ballerinas
Our beautiful white ballerinas are classically trained to a
high level. They can also come costumed with many white
led lights all sewn into the famous tutus for an extra
modern twist.
The show routines, for walkabout or stage, are elegant
and captivating performed either to traditional ballet
classics or more of a modern twist.

